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Lighting the Chalice Flame
If only for once it were still.
If the not quite right and the why this
could be muted…

…I could possess you,
even for the brevity of a smile,
to offer you
to all that lives,
in gladness.

— Rainer Maria Rilke



The Class

n Introduction to Metaphysics, Process Philosophy, 
and Process Theology (Last Week)

n So What? — Spiritual Practice (Tonight)

n So What? — Stewardship and Justice Making 
(Feb. 18)



Whitehead’s Process Philosophy

Actual entities are occasions of experience that 
result from an ongoing process of becoming and 
perishing.

A subject experiences objects (perishing actual 
entities and eternal entities) and determines an aim 
which is expressed as a new actual entity.

Free will is expressed in determining the aim, and 
each entity is novel in an ever-evolving process.



Nature of God
n Profoundly relational

n Changeable

n Empathic

n Power to influence

n Panentheistic

n Acts by allurement



Homework

n What creative expression did you bring that 
reflects Process Theology for you?

n Or if you didn’t bring something, where in your 
experience of the world do you find evidence or 
reminders of Process Theology?











Some Implications

n Free will

n Contingent cause and effect

n Open future





Implications, Pt. II

n Individual as illusion

n Interdependence 

n Ethics of choice





Implications, Pt. III

n Relationships/Creative Interchange

n Community Matters

n Zest for life





Homework

n What spiritual practice, grounded in Process 
Theology, did you design?

n Or if you didn’t design one, what are some 
spiritual practices consistent with Process 
Theology?



Some Other Practices
n Worship

n Prayer

n Gratitude

n Interdependence

n Reconciliation

n Creativity

n Listening/Discernment

n Seeking Good



Hymnody
n Just as Long as I Have 

Breath (#6)
n Bring Many Names (#23)
n Once to Every Soul and 

Nation (#119)
n Spirit of Life (#123)
n Building a New Way 

(#1017)
n The Fire of Commitment 

(#1028)

n Abide with Me (#101)
n We Worship Thee, God 

(#285)



Questions?



Homework

n Consider how Process Theology calls us to be in 
relationship with the world around us.

n Whence comes our power to act in the world? 
What responsibility do we have for using our 
powers?

n What are some implications for stewardship?



Extinguishing the Chalice Flame

I thank you, deep power
that works me ever more lightly
in ways I can’t make out.

The day’s labor grows simple now,
and like a holy face
held in my dark hands.

— Rainer Maria Rilke


